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Abstract—How can we use digital identity for authentication in the physical world without compromising user privacy? Enabling individuals to – for example – use public transport and other payment/ticketing applications, access computing resources on public terminals, or even cross country borders without carrying any form of physical identity document or trusted mobile device is an important open question. Moving towards such a device-free infrastructure-based authentication could be easily facilitated by centralized databases with full biometric records of all individuals, authenticating and therefore tracking people in all their interactions in both the digital and physical world. However, such centralized tracking does not seem compatible with fundamental human rights to data privacy. We therefore propose a fully decentralized approach to digital user authentication in the physical world, giving each individual better control over their interactions and data traces they leave.

In project Digidow, we assign each individual in the physical world with a personal identity agent (PIA) in the digital world, facilitating their interactions with purely digital or digitally mediated services in both worlds. We have two major issues to overcome. The first is a problem of massive scale, moving from current users of digital identity to the whole global population as the potential target group. The second is even more fundamental: by moving from trusted physical documents or devices and centralized databases to a fully decentralized and infrastructure-based approach, we remove the currently essential elements of trust. In this poster, we present a system architecture to enable trustworthy distributed authentication and a simple, specific scenario to benchmark an initial prototype that is currently under development. We hope to engage with the NDSS community to both present the problem statement and receive early feedback on the current architecture, additional scenarios and stakeholders, as well as international conditions for practical deployment.

I. MOTIVATION

In the last few years, personal mobile devices – in particular the ubiquitous smart phones – have seen increased use for managing digital identities as proxies for their users. Moving beyond the digital into the physical world, user authentication becomes directly entwined with activities and interactions of each individual, often spanning the boundaries between these domains. One motivating example is crossing country borders: currently, we have to handle physical objects (passports) that serve two purposes: to carry digital information (the various aspects of the individual’s identity), and to make forging harder by relying on physical tokens that are supposedly more difficult to clone than the information they carry.

Such an interaction in the physical world then has direct consequences in the digital: validating information provided by the physical token in centralized databases, storing data traces of those interactions, debiting an account, etc. Many actions in the “real” physical world are therefore already shadowed in the digital one.

In addition to being inconvenient, the current reliance on physical objects poses a security risk of these objects being lost, stolen, or becoming unusable. Biometric authentication of individuals together with cryptographically signed digital identity documents stored in centralized databases has long been envisioned as a way to more seamlessly bridge this gap, supporting users to use even more different services with less direct attention. The obvious disadvantage is that these centralized databases, tracking each interaction of individuals across both worlds, are in direct conflict with the fundamental human right to privacy. Additionally, many such existing databases have already been breached.

We therefore aim for trustworthy infrastructure based biometric authentication without centralized databases. With biometric sensors distributed in the infrastructure, individuals should no longer be required to carry any physical objects for proving their identity, improving both convenience and security. Our work is orthogonal to other projects like STORK [13] and FutureID [4] or the eIDAS regulation [1]: many current projects focus on the first phase of creating/provisioning digital IDs, while Digidow focuses on the privacy-preserving use of such IDs in physical world transactions, including meta data protection against passive global adversaries. Security and privacy requirements are similar to previous work on digital ID on smart phones [3], [5]–[10], [12], but need to be extended particularly w.r.t. hiding meta data in live transactions during use of IDs. In the following, we present one of the first scenarios we will prototype and use to evaluate our system on and our proposal for a distributed network architecture to implement this and other scenarios.

II. SCENARIO: PHYSICAL ACCESS CONTROL

The first scenario is intentionally simple from a conceptual point of view: opening doors (in the future including other kinds of barriers like public transit entrance or even country border control) with minimal explicit interaction and protecting individual’s privacy by only transmitting those attributes strictly necessary to determine relevant access. As actors, we initially assume:

- Individual: A user of the system with identity attributes (such as name, date of birth, face picture, em-

[1] The same purposes are served by physical cash, other license documents, or physical keys.

ployed by, student at, citizen of, etc.) from potentially multiple different issuing authorities. In this scenario, the important attribute is member-of (an organization or group) to ascertain that the individual should have permission to open this door.

- **Personal Identity Agent (PIA):** The active software component mediating the individual’s interactions by managing their digital credentials.

- **Verifier:** For this scenario, a door lock controller verifying the attributes of a digital identity and – if access should be granted – triggering an actuator to open the respective door.

- **Sensors:** Different trusted sensors available in the infrastructure or carried by the individual to derive proof of their identity and – in this scenario – their location in front of the respective door. Specific examples are location and biometric sensors embedded in smart phones, smart card readers, fingerprint sensors, or cameras. Sensors are assumed to be registered in a public registry or otherwise known to both the verifier and PIA interacting in a particular transaction.

These actors will require at least the following interactions to open a specific door:

1. **Individual → Sensor:** The user is detected by the sensor (e.g. by stepping in front of the camera or carrying their personal smart phone into the defined area).

2. **Verifier → Sensor:** This is an optional step for the verifier to send a pre-selected list of potential PIA contact endpoints and/or identifiers to sensors to prime them for faster detection of users. Such pre-selection is only possible for defined subsets of users.

3. **Sensor ↔ PIA:** PIA queries local and potentially global registries for sensor(s) to interact with for the particular transaction, requests remote attestation for the validity of all candidate sensors, and queries relevant lists for sensor revocations.

4. **PIA → Verifier:** PIA selects which verifier to interact with (which verifier is responsible for the current door to open), provides a credential as claim of access for the user, and cryptographic proof for the attributes in this claim. The verifier then queries relevant sensor, identity, and attribute revocation lists and, upon successful verification of all proofs, opens the door.

We are working towards a first prototype implementation of this and another scenario in a living lab setting at our institute.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

On the poster, we will present first details of our proposed solution in the form of an extended block diagram covering both the main architecture with the actors identified above, but detailed with additional actors required in other phases of using the system (e.g. identity issuing authorities, a directory for sensors, or device certification authorities).

This architecture is based on hardware roots of trust for sensors, external issuing authorities for creating signed attribute statements, and cryptographic zero-knowledge proofs for verifying claims made on (a combination of) such attributes while guaranteeing unlinkability under the assumption of collusion between multiple verifiers, global passive eavesdropping on the connection level, and potentially honest-but-curious issuing authorities. A more formal definition of the threat model is subject to future work, and we will explicitly solicit feedback from readers and conversation partners during the poster session concerning additional attack scenarios.
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Assume an individual standing in front of a locked door, with a biometric sensor in front of it, and a verifier connected to the lock. Authorized users could easily gain access via the following steps:

1. User interacts with sensor, which generates biometric template.
2. Sensor searches for PIA responsible for the extracted template.
3. One PIA proves responsibility (and also trusts the verifier).
4. PIA creates and sends cryptographic proof that it is authorized to open door.
5. Verifier verifies the claim made by the PIA.
6. Verifier opens lock and user can enter room.

**Vision**

The Digidow project aims to support using digital identities for authentication in the physical world without compromising user privacy.

It strives to achieve this goal without requiring users to carry any physical identity document or trusted electronic device. Implementing such a token-free approach would be relatively easy using centralized databases holding biometric information.

However, we consider the tracking enabled by such databases as a violation of the human right to data privacy. Therefore, we propose a decentralized approach, giving each individual better control over their data.

**Scenario: Physical Access Control**

The sensor is responsible for translating a physical world action into a reaction in the digital world. It achieves that by providing the Personal Identity Agent (PIA) holding the detected biometric template with a proof that the individual represented by the PIA has interacted with a certain sensor at a certain time. Based on this information, verifiers can take actions.

The PIA acts as the representative of an individual in the digital world. It employs biometric authentication to confirm that its owner has really interacted with the sensor. It decides if it trusts the verifier involved in the transaction. It uses the data provided and signed by the sensor to create a proof for the verifier that shows its owner actually is the one in front of the sensor and allowed to do what he or she is trying to do.

The verifier translates an action in the digital world – the information provided by the PIA – into a reaction in the physical world. It has to verify the information provided by the PIA and also needs to verify that the provided sensor data originates from a trusted sensor. Finally, it can trigger an appropriate physical world reaction for the identified individual.
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